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	Beginning iOS Apps with Facebook and Twitter APIs shows you how to add the power of social networking to your mobile apps on iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch. With this book as your guide, you can write apps that connect to Facebook and Twitter quickly, securely, and discreetly. Instead of starting from scratch, you will build on the vast resources, data storage capacity, and familiar features of these platforms which have become part of everyday life for hundreds of millions of users worldwide.
	
	Beginning iOS Apps with Facebook and Twitter APIs introduces you to the development tools, techniques, and design practices you will need to work with the APIs. It helps you decide whether to use Facebook, Twitter, or both, and explains the important issues of design, branding, and permissible use guidelines. You will learn how to guarantee privacy and use OAuth for authentication and single sign-on.
	
	Create news apps, shopping apps, contact apps, GPS apps, guides, and more, that let users transparently:

	
		Sign on once, then freely work with and manage their Facebook and Twitter accounts
	
		Publish game high scores, post likes, links, and status updates
	
		Send messages, share pictures, and forward Tweets
	
		Tweet a link to an event, show themselves as attending, and see who else is there
	
		Show Tweets that are relevant to a topic within a news app
	
		Show Tweets about a restaurant
	
		Organize a group or community



	From time to time, new forms of communication come along that make it easier for people to communicate and manage their social lives. Like phone calls and SMS before them, Facebook and Twitter have, in a short time, become essential parts of the social fabric of life for an ever-growing number of people throughout the world. The knowledge you'll gain from Beginning iOS Apps with Facebook and Twitter APIs will help you create exciting and popular iOS apps that your users will rely on every day to help make their lives more meaningful and connected.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to integrate these social networks’ APIs into your code
	
		How to run multitasking apps and run streamlined background processes
	
		When and how to use Oauth for authentication
	
		How to connect your users to each other
	
		How and where to publish and request data and media from the social graph
	
		How to work with JSON, push notifications and other data interchanges
	
		How to take advantage of open-source software like Google Wrappers and Google Toolbox
	
		How to iterate quickly when using the UIWebView controller
	
		How to specify visual & interaction design that is consistent with the design of the platforms (for both iPad and iPhone)



	Who this book is for


	This book is for iPhone and iPad developers who already know the fundamentals of iOS development and want to add social networking functionality to their apps.
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A Science Comic of Urban Metro Structure: Performance Evolution and Sensing ControlSpringer, 2018

	
		This science comic presents the entire life cycle of the metro system in an accessible and fun way. Just like human beings, a metro system can get sick, and this book introduces its ailments, medical records along with experts’ diagnoses and available treatments. Using cartoons, it enables readers of all levels to quickly...
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Communicating with Email and the Internet: Learning Made SimpleButterworth-Heinemann, 2006
This handy textbook covers all you will need to know to learn to communicate using email and the internet. 

Learning Made Simple books give readers skills without frills. They are matched to the main qualifications, in this case ECDL, ICDL and CLAIT, and written by experienced teachers and authors to make often tricky subjects simple to...
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SQL Server Integration Services Design PatternsApress, 2014

	SQL Server Integration Services Design Patterns is newly-revised for SQL Server 2014, and is a book of recipes for SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS). Design patterns in the book help to solve common problems encountered when developing data integration solutions. The patterns and solution examples in the book increase your...
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Large-Scale Software Architecture: A Practical Guide using UMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is intended to be a practical guide. Our goal is to be brief. We cover only the essential information to guide software architects in defining the software architecture, providing pointers to further reading in lieu of detailed descriptions of this literature. Ideally, we can help software...
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Canon EOS Rebel T1i/500D For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Veteran author Julie Adair King demystifies the high-end features of the new Canon T1i.

The Canon EOS Rebel T1i is the newest camera offered in Canon's popular Rebel line of digital SLRs-and sells for less than $900. Packed with page after page of full-color images, this hands-on guide is aimed at helping you make the most of the Canon...
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The 800-Pound Gorilla of Sales: How to Dominate Your MarketJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Smart insight and best practices for achieving sales excellence in any market

	

	The proverbial 800-pound gorilla is the monster in the room that you just can’t ignore, though maybe you want to. In sales, the 800-pound gorilla is that salesperson or company who totally dominates their market, taking more than their fair...
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